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The Committee has reviewed the
club’s Constitution and has agreed
a number of revisions and updates
that will be put to club members at
an EGM to be held before the
scheduled AGM in May. Details
will be notified to members in due
course.
As demand for both operational and
potential future services in the short
to medium term is likely to be low
Ofcom are proposing to permit
temporary access to 1 MHz of this
spectrum (146 to 147 MHz) for
Amateur Radio use, until such a
time as it is needed by Business
Radio or other services. Should
additional spectrum be needed to
meet operational requirements the
temporary allocation will be
removed. Use of this frequency will
be on a non-protection/ noninterference basis and will be
subject to some geographical
restrictions to ensure that there is no
interference
to
neighbouring
countries. The authorisation will be
implemented by an individual
Notice of Variation (NoV) to the
Amateur Radio licence.
Watch this space… - Ed

* Member’s E-dition only

O

fcom has published a
consultation on the release
of around 6 MHz of very
high frequency (VHF) spectrum in
the 143 to 169 MHz band, which has
been returned for civil use.

146-147 MHz for
Amateur Radio?
Ofcom

The consultation says:
2
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Club Meetings and Nets
Club Net - 08.00 pm local time
2 Meters (145.375 MHz)
70 cms (433.575 MHz)

7
14
21
28

April
Rig Clinic
Club Net - 2 Meters
Natter Night + RSGB Talk Pt 4
Club Net - 70 cm

5
12
19
26

May
Mills Preparation & Natter
Club Net - 2 Meters
AGM
Club Net - 70 cm

2
9
16
23
30

June
Construction Contest
Club Net - 2 Meters
DF Hunt
Club Net - 70 cm
Club Net - GB3BZ Repeater

4
11
18
25

August
Aerial Clinic
Club Net - 2 Meters
TBA
Club Net - 70 cm

1
8
15
22
29

September
Junk Sale
Club Net - 2 Meters
TBA
Club Net - 70 cm
Club Net - GB3BZ Repeater

6
13
20
27

October
TBA
Club Net - 2 Meters
TBA
Club Net - 70 cm
November

3
10
17
24

TBA
Club Net - 2 Meters
TBA
Club Net - 70 cm

1
8
15
22

December
Natter Night
Club Net - 2 Meters
Xmas Party
Club Net - 70 cm

July
7
14
21
28

BBQ
Club Net - 2 Meters
TBA
Club Net - 70 cm

RSGB Talks
1.
2.
3.
4.

A General look into the Society’s history
Membership in Service to their Country
100 years of amateur radio aerials
The Transatlantic Tests of the 1920s
4
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Rallies
6 APRIL
51st NORTHERN AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETIES ASSOCIATION
EXHIBITION (Blackpool rally) – Norbreck Castle Exhibition Centre,
Blackpool FY2 9AA. TI, CP, OT 10.15/10.30. TS, B&B, SIG, MT, LB, C,
DF, RSGB book stand. Dave, MØOBW, 01270 761 608,
dwilson@btinternet.com. [www.narsa.org.uk].
13 APRIL
SOUTH GLOUCESTERSHIRE AMATEUR RADIO RALLY – Scout
Activity Centre, Woodhouse Park, Almondsbury, Bristol BS32 4LX. OT
10.00, B&B, CP, C, CBS, TI S22 (V44). Mike, M1DPB (Rally Coordinator)
at southglosradiorallycoordinator@gmail.com or telephone: 07806 310 095.
[southglosradiorally.org.uk].
10 MAY
LOUGH ERNE AMATEUR RADIO CLUB ANNUAL RALLY – Share
Discovery Village, Lisnaskea, Co. Fermanagh BT92 0EQ N. Ireland. Access
from Erne/Shannon Waterway. OT 11.30 am CP, B&B, TS, LB, C, DF.
Contact Iain 028 66326693, iain@learc.eu.
8 JUNE
13th JUNCTION 28 QRP RALLY – South Normanton Alfreton and District
Amateur Radio Club in association with the G QRP Club. Alfreton Leisure
Centre, Church Street, Alfreton, Derbyshire DE55 7BD. 10 mins from M1
J28 and the A38. TI S21, OT 10.00. TS, SIG, C, LB. Anya Lawrence,
2E0BQS, 0115 930 7322, adylawri@btinternet.com. [www.snadarc.com].
29 JUNE
WEST OF ENGLAND RADIO RALLY – Cheese & Grain, Bridge Street,
Frome, Somerset BA11 1BE. CP, OT 10am-2pm, £2.50. TS, RSGB book
stall,
C,
DIS.
Shaun,
G8VPG,
01225
873
098,
rallymanager@westrally.org.uk. [www.westrally.org.uk].
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N

power circuits. Sadly, these are
normally quite rare, as the contacts
are usually stripped from surplus
relays and sold in the metal market
- with platinum commanding much
the same price as gold! (Silver is
fairly cheap, at well under a tenth of
the gold price.)

ow, what about the current
capabilities? The contact
materials on the relay leaves
determine what it can handle - again,
there can be a mix of contact types
on one relay. Most ex-GPO relays
use silver contacts. These are OK for
currents of up to perhaps 100 mA,
provided that there is no arcing when
closing or opening the contacts spark suppressors are commonly
needed. They can become slightly
tarnished with time, and if used for
switching other than power circuits,
e.g. audio lines, can give intermittent
operation or failure. A DC-wetting
circuit is often used in such cases, to
help clean the contacts when
operated.

The third common contact material
is tungsten. This is used for most
heavy-current switching duties, with
the contacts being much larger that
the silver or platinum types typically 3 to 5 mm wide, flat, and a
couple of millimetres thick on
"GPO-type" relays, and even larger
on specialist relays. Tungsten
contacts can carry at least several
amps of current, typically, and as
they are often used to switch mainslevel voltages, can have appropriate
high-voltage insulation as well. The
main problem with tungsten can be
the slight oxidation or tarnishing of
the contacts, which makes them
unsuitable for very low-voltage or
non-power switching. Tungsten
contacts can usually be identified by
their larger size, and their typically
blackish surface coloration.

Relays - and what they
can do for you - Part 3
Dave, G3PEN
The up-market contact material is
platinum. These look identical to
silver, but on 2000-type relays are
identified by the tips of the contact
blades having 2 small notches cut
into them. These contacts don't
tarnish, and can withstand slightly
higher currents than silver, size for
size, so are ideal for reliable
operation of equipments, and for the
switching of both power and non-

In summary, for most ham shack
usage, silver contacts are ok for most
lowish-power purposes, provided the
insulation is appropriate to the
working voltages involved, and
6
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provided that spark suppression
circuits are used correctly, and with
DC wetting for low-current and
audio circuits. Tungsten is ideal for
switching higher currents at DC and
AC, and is typically used in the
relays mentioned earlier, of the sort
that are octal-based plug-ins, mains
operated and for mains voltages.

or plating. Most are of the make or
break type, but change-over contacts
can be found, which are very useful.
However, the fairly high capacitance
between the contact in use and the
other one can cause high signal
transfer from the transmit circuit to
the receive circuit, with bad effects
on solid-state receivers.

A special exception to the above is
the switching of RF. Unless this is
done in a 50-ohm circuit, the
voltages and currents can be quite
horrendous, even with a few watts
of RF, and usually cannot be easily
quantified. Typical relays for
switching RF therefore have very
good insulation, wide-spaced
contact leaves, and large contacts,
similar in size to the tungsten types
used for power circuits. A contact
movement of 1/2-inch or more is not
uncommon for such relays, which
improves their voltage-carrying
capabilities, and reduces the
capacitive cross-talk between
transmitter and receiver. They
usually use silver, although other
rare-metal combinations may be
found e.g. palladium alloys.

So - where can one obtain suitable
relays? One obvious answer is the
specialist electronic component
suppliers, whose catalogues contain
many varieties of relay. The costs
are far too high for most of us, but
the illustrations and specifications
can help in determining what any
surplus relays you may have are
capable of. The most useful real
source is the radio rally, or possibly
the club "junk & jewels" sales. The
probability is that you won't find
many relays for sales as such, but
look for surplus units with relays
(and many other useful components).
For example, an item that used to be
fairly commonly available years ago,
and still appears at times, was an
ex-WWII aerial change-over relay,
either as a stand-alone item or as part
of an ATU. This was housed in a
steel case, about 6 inches square, and
3 inches deep. The content, apart
from the relay coil, which was 24 V
operated, was a single coaxial

Reed relays may also be found for
RF switching - these are usually very
large physically, compared to the
normal sorts, and they may well
have platinum or even gold contacts
7
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Incidentally, one special use for a
relay in the aerial circuit is a large
item with good insulation, that when
de-powered shorts the aerial to earth,
and disconnects the receiver. This
won't prevent disaster if a lightning
strike occurs nearby, but it will help
discharge the static that can build up
on a long wire, which can easily
blow the front-end of a solid-state
rig. When using the station, the relay
has to be powered, of course. I have
drawn a 1/2-inch spark from a 60 ft
wire, due to rain static - and it hurts
if you touch it inadvertently.

change-over contact set. The
connection to this was via 3 external
coaxial connectors, of "Pye-plug"
design. This was a superb item for
amateur purposes, although the
connecting plugs used to be difficult
to find at times. The only snag,
which didn't matter for HF usage,
was that the design impedance was
75 ohms. I have used one on 2 m,
with 100 W of RF, and the only
dodgy aspect was that the Pye
connectors used to get very hot! I
dread to think what the VSWR was,
but the ex-Pye ground-to-air TX
took it all in its stride.

That's it - I hope it may have helped
some of you in some way. I welcome
questions, via e-mail, if you have any
technical queries. There really isn't
a more satisfying sound in a ham
shack than that of a set of relays
going "clunk" when switching from
receive to transmit, using oldfashioned gear, or your latest QRP
construction. Oh, and you too can
have a sign saying "ON AIR" if
desired!

Another aerial relay that is quite
common still, and very useful, is the
Pye mobile-radio (PMR) type, that
looks rather like a small IF
transformer, about 2 inches high,
with a 12 V coil. (Some may be
24 V!) This is designed for 50-ohms
impedance, as far as I know, and
rated at 50 watts capability. The
latter, however, depends on the relay
being used in a 50-ohm line, and that
the relay is operated (both closing
and opening) without RF power
applied ie the transmitter has to be
switched on after the relay switches
to transmit, and off before the relay
relaxes back to receive. These
typically may cost as little as 50 p
each, in used condition, although £1
to £2 for new items is more likely.

May Edition
I will not be able to print off the
paper copies of BARSCOM next
month until May 16. If there is a
volunteer to print them earlier
please let me know.
8
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Hopefully we will have another
Morse evening soon.

March 3

Y

et
another
enjoyable
evening for the members, a
Morse /natter night. There
were more Morse keys than you
could shake a stick at on display, a
lot of them attached to oscillators. 2
tables were set up with Jim GØDCR
and Colin G3UGG sending passages
of text to each other while others
tried to read them. During the course
of the evening, many members had
a go on the key and some even
managed to send something in
English!

KEEP PRACTICING.

Meeting Reports
Tony, GØIAG
March 17

T

he meeting started with an
update
about
Essex
RAYNET by Tony GØIAG
and Dave GØDEC, North group
controller and deputy
controller respectively.
Tony reported on
activities and events
where RAYNET helps
such as charity walks
and cycle rides, and
how providing comm's
for these events is
good training.
Tony also reported that
since the December storm surge and
county wide bad weather flooding,
more local authorities were
including RAYNET in their
emergency plans. Dave as county
engineering officer told the club of
the work being done to get county
wide comm's between all councils.
He also gave an insight of the work

A lot of fun was had by all who took
part, and hopefully interest has been
kindled in some and re-kindled in
others to use CW on the radio. After
all, it is the original form of DATA.
Other members who were not
interested nattered about all sorts of
things, most of them radio related.
9
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being done to provide DATA
comm's between councils and rest
centres in times of mass evacuation.
After a question and answer session
a guest , Roland Taylor, MØBDB,

will always be available to help
clubs and members when needed.
Several of us that know Roland are
confident that he will be true to his
word. If any of you have read the
bio' on Steven Thomas in RadCom,
you will see that he is very much a
"club" man, hopefully a winning
team.
The final part of the evening was
given over to Edwin and his third
presentation of the history of the
RSGB. This time the subject was
aerials in the early days. The
experimentation and research that
went on to make Trans-Atlantic and
other international contacts was
complex. But considering the
constrictions placed on British
amateurs regarding power output
and aerial size, they achieved their
aims.

Essex RAYNET county controller,
was introduced. He presented
himself as the new RSGB Deputy
Regional Manager and Essex rep.
Roland made the point that both he
and Steven Thomas, M1ACB, the
newly elected Regional Manager,

W

hen I had the surveys
done on the "new"
property, the energy
efficiency results included a
comment about the extra savings that
could be obtained by using energysaving lamps - which seemed a bit
odd, because nearly all the lights I
saw were already fluorescent types.
However, after moving in, I found
that the lighting for the kitchen and
dining areas (open plan) consisted of

23 GU10-type tungstens in downlighters, mounted in the ceiling.

Energy Savings
Dave, G3PEN
Inspection soon showed that the total
load was around a kilowatt! As only
2 switches controlled them, it was
apparent that I would often be
10
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average - and they were absolute
pigs to change - with another £30 or
so saving per year.

running at least 1/2 kW when
needing any light in either area.
To make it short - I went to a local
lighting specialist, and bought 24 (1
for another use) mains LED lamps.
They take 3 watts each, have a light
output at least equal to 50 W
tungstens, and a 30,000 hour average
life. The 12 for the kitchen area were
daylight-white, and the dining area
were slightly warmer - nice for
eating under. I had a 20% discount
for quantity, and the cost, at £184,
will be covered within a year of
normal usage - both by my
calculations and those of the shop
(and that is at the old rate which is
going up shortly).

Aren't LEDs wonderful - and how
they have come on since the first red
ones hit the market a few years ago.
I don't know what interference they
may generate, but have heard
nothing on any B/C radio so far.

Office 2003
Ian, G8MKN

S

upport for Office 2003 ends
April 8, meaning no more
updates. If you don’t want to
buy the latest version of Microsoft’s
Office to maintain its security, try
Open Office 4. It’s free,
downloadable and does virtually
everything Office does - I say
virtually only because I haven’t
found anything it can’t do yet and it
is also regularly updated.

When I swapped them out, I found
that a number of the original bulbs
were 50 W, most were 40 W and a
couple were 35 W. The actual
original load was nearly 1.1 kW. The
lighting level is now much better, so
the nominal 50 W equivalent is at
least what is claimed, and I'm only
using 69 W when they are all on - a
saving of over a kilowatt. Also, the
heat rising into the loft is much less,
reducing any chance of fire.

It has equivalent functions for Word,
Excel, PowerPoint and Access, and
can read/write its own format or MS
Office format files as well as
creating PDF files.

I am totally satisfied now, not least
with not having to change about half
of the tungstens every year, as they
only have a life of 2000 hours

I have used this for over 6 years and
had no problem in migrating from
MS Office that I used at work.
11
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T

In the first they explore The Marconi
Centre, at Poldhu in Cornwall, take
a hike up a mountain in Shropshire
to discover the delights of SOTA
activating and visit the Norman
Lockyer Observatory Radio Group
in east Devon to find out what
makes a 2 metre repeater tick.

his is a brand new series of
high definition TV shows
covering all aspects of
amateur radio. The presenters
explore the history of amateur radio,
rigs, antennas, operating modes,
propagation, sport radio, training,
club news, RSGB news, world news
- in fact, anything and everything!

In the second, features include the
FUNcube satellite and dongle,
RSGB National Radio Centre,
Bletchley Park, and a Yaesu FTDX1200 rig review.

Amateur Radio On TV
Ian, G8MKN

Go to
http://www.txfilms.co.uk/txfactor/t
xf001.shtml for the 1st episode and
...txf002.shtml for the second.

TX Factor is a professionally
produced programme presented by
radio amateurs for radio amateurs so far there are two episodes.

people about the scam but even this
appeared very dubious.

SCAMS

E-mail

I had an email
purporting to come from PayPal. It
said that my account had been
suspended because of an error
somewhere in the system and that I
should fill in the form below giving
my bank details etc.,so they could
sort things !!!

Be Warned! - Brian, G3TGB
Never open attachments from
unknown sources, or even known
ones if they don’t address you
personally. Don’t open picture or
zip files - and NEVER update your
personal details from a link in an
e-mail. If you believe you should
change your details go directly to
the site you normally use for your
account. - Ed.

By Sunday, when I went to show my
wife to let her see how scams work,
the second page that had the form
was replaced by another warning
12
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Braintree and District Amateur Radio Society
A Club Net operates on the 2nd and
4th Mondays (excluding Bank
Holidays) under the callsigns
G6BRH and G3XG. The net
commences at 20.00 local time on
V30 (S15) - 145.375 MHz and SU23
- 433.575 MHz, unless QRM. In
months with 5th Monday the net
operates via GB3BZ 430.850 MHz.

Braintree and District ARS. meets
every 1st and 3rd Monday of the
month at The Clubhouse, Braintree
Hockey Club, Church Street,
Bocking. Doors open from 7.30 pm
for an 8 pm start to the meeting.
Prior to 8 pm, and during the
refreshments break, when a cup of
tea or coffee is available free of
charge, members have the
opportunity to sell or exchange
equipment etc. Meetings normally
finish at 10 pm.

BARSCOM is sent to members by
e-mail on the first of the month;
paper copies are available at the
first meeting of the month. Members
unable to attend club meetings may
lodge S.A.E.s with the Editor for
printed copies. Usual deadline for
copy is the 28 th of each month.

The Club Membership fee is £16
annually; Senior members (State
Retirement age) and Junior members
(under 18) pay a reduced club
subscription of £10. Door fees are
payable per meeting. Rates are £1
for members and visitors.

Members
advertisements
published free of charge.

are

For more information and pictures of events and projects see our Web Site
at www.badars.co.uk

The next edition will be published on May 1
The deadline for submissions for the next edition is April 25
Please contact our Publicity Officer for details about commercial adverts.
© BARSCOM Editor on behalf of BADARS 2014 - E.& O.E.
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Contests
HF

VHF/UHF

April
6 1900-2030 RoPoCo SSB HF
Championship
7 1900-2030 80m CC CW
16 1900-2030 80m CC SSB
24 1900-2030 80m CC DATA

April
1 2000-2230 144 MHz UKAC
6 0900-1200 First 70 MHz
Contest
8 2000-2230 432 MHz UKAC
13 0900-1200 First 50 MHz
Contest
15 2000-2230 1.3 GHz UKAC
22 2000-2230 50 MHz UKAC
22 2000-2230 SHF UKAC
29 2000-2230 (Local) 70 MHz
UKAC

May
5 1900-2030 80m CC SSB
14 1900-2030 80m CC DATA
22 1900-2030 80m CC CW
June
2 1900-2030 80m CC DATA
7-8 1500-1500 NFD
11 1900-2030 80m CC CW
19 1900-2030 80m CC SSB

May
3 1400-2200 432 MHz Trophy
3 1400-2200 10 GHz Trophy
3-4 1400-1400 432 MHz-248 GHz
6 2000-2230 144 MHz UKAC
11 0900-1200 70 MHz Contest
CW
13 2000-2230 432 MHz UKAC
17-18 1400-1400 144 MHz May
18 1100-1500 144 MHz #1
Backpackers
20 2000-2230 1.3 GHz UKAC
25 1400-1600 70 MHz
Cumulatives #3
27 2000-2230 50 MHz UKAC
27 2000-2230 SHF UKAC

July
7 1900-2030 80m CC CW
16 1900-2030 80m CC SSB
20 0900-1600 Low Power Contest
24 1900-2030 80m CC DATA
26-27 1200-1200 IOTA Contest
August
3 0700-0830 RoPoCo CW HF
Championship
13 1900-2000 80m Club Sprint
CW
28 1900-2000 80m Club Sprint
SSB

June
3 2000-2230 144 MHz UKAC
8 0900-1300 2nd 144 MHz
14
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On September the 1st 2013, ML&S were appointed a direct factory distributor for Yaesu Musen Japan, a first for a
UK retailer. ML&S are now able to liaise direct with the manufacturer on new products, repairs, support and advice.
A proud moment in twenty-three years for the World’s Favourite Ham Store.
FRIENDLY, HELPFUL ADVICE
OUR ORDER HOTLINE

0345 2300 599

The New FTdx3000
HF/6m Base
from Yaesu
Musen
•
•
•
•
•

•

TX Frequency Coverage:
160 - 6 meters
RX Frequency Coverage:
30kHz - 56MHz
Operating Modes: USB,
LSB, CW, AM, FM
Digital Noise Reduction
Large 4.3 inch (dia.)
colour TFT display

•
•
•
•

Power Output: 5 to 100
watts HF - 6m
IF DSP
Built-in Electronic Keyer
Built In Antenna Tuner
High Speed Spectrum
Scope

The successor to the FT-2000

As reviewed by Peter Hart in January RadCom
The new FTdx3000 HF+50MHz 100 Watt
Transceiver is another exciting new product
that is certain to capture the hearts of
determined DXers and Contesters as
well as casual operators looking for solid
communications. Using the newest down
conversion and sharp edged crystal roofing
filter technology, this fabulous radio attains

outstanding receiver performance
inherited from Amateur Radio’s leading
HF radio; our proud FTdx5000. The
market has been waiting for a reasonably
priced transceiver that takes a major
performance leap forward – the FTdx3000
is that feature filled compact radio
package.

The Yaesu FTDX3000
transceiver provides ultimate
weak signal receiver
performance in crowded,
strong signal environments.

NOW IN STOCK
ONLY
£2195.95
ML&S ONLY
£2195.95
For more information see: www.hamradio.co.uk/ftdx3000
ACCESSORIES

AMATEUR
RADIO

COMMERCIAL /
PMR RADIO

AVIONICS

MARINE RADIO

RECEIVERS /
SCANNERS

ANTENNAS

Martin Lynch & Sons Ltd.
OPENING HOURS
Outline House, 73 Guildford Street, Monday to Friday: 9.00am to 5.30pm
FOLLOW US ON TWITTER
AND FACEBOOK
Saturday: 9.30am to 4.30pm
Chertsey, Surrey KT16 9AS
HamRadioUK
Web: www.hamradio.co.uk
Tel: 0345 2300 599
E-mail: sales@hamradio.co.uk
Int’. No: +44 345 2300 599
E&OE
04/12/2013
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